
SERVING GUIDE: 
Morning Church set up

1. Arrive at 8am. Yes it’s early but if there is something out of the ordinary or 
some church gear needs to be tracked down, the time is certainly needed. 

2. Get the school keys from the pastor who has opened up and unalarmed the 
school. Use the keys to unlock both the male and female toilets. Also use the 
keys to unlock the cleaning cupboard [located in-between  the male and 
female toilets] and find the very large scissor broom and place it the kitchen 
area - the morning tea servers will need it later in the day to clean up. 

3. If it’s a hot or cold day, check to see if the cooling/heating is turned on. The 
controls are on the wall behind the sound desk.

4. Have a bit of a squiz around the hall to see if there are any items already in 
the hall that are likely to get mixed up with WWEC or a WWEC persons 
property at pack up time. Put any extra equipment/items to the side and let 
the pack up person know. 

5. Put the WWEC sign out the front on the school and the second sign outside 
the hall - do this before setting up the chairs or anything else so as to allow 
maximum advertising exposure time for the signage out the front of the 
school. (The signs are kept in the storage area under the stage).

6. Set up the chairs using as per the picture - there needs to be 7 chairs in each 
line of chairs - approx. 200 chairs in total. Please also leave 2 stacks of chairs 
[10 high] in the location indicated by the red boxes. This is to allow for ease of 
putting out extra chairs if needed. 
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7. Setup adult morning tea tables using two large tables (kept at the back of the 
hall near the sound desk, adjacent to the disabled toilet). These are to be set 
up in front of the servery [as indicated by the orange lines in the diagram].

8. Grab the kids church bags (kept in the storage area under the stage) and  
head up to the quad to open the kids church rooms. You’ll need the keys to 
unlock all the doors. 

9. Unlock kids’ church rooms D3 (Toddlers), D4 (Preschool), E1 (Year 3-5), 
OOSH Cottage (K-2) and place corresponding bags at each room. Please 
also unlock the demountable [located between the hall and D block] for Youth 
Church on the way back down to the hall. 

10. Hand the school keys back to the pastor you got them from and your done


